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Context-sensitive methods of program analysis increase the precision of interprocedural analysis by achiev-

ing the effect of call inlining. These methods have been defined using different formalisms and hence appear

as algorithms that are very different from each other. Some methods traverse a call graph top-down whereas

some others traverse it bottom-up first and then top-down. Some define contexts explicitly whereas some do

not. Some of them directly compute data flow values while some first compute summary functions and then

use them to compute data flow values. Further, different methods place different kinds of restrictions on the

data flow frameworks supported by them. As a consequence, it is difficult to compare the ideas behind these

methods in spite of the fact that they solve essentially the same problem. We argue that these incomparable

views are similar to those of blind men describing an elephant called context sensitivity, and make it difficult

for a non-expert reader to form a coherent picture of context-sensitive data flow analysis.

We bring out this whole-elephant view of context sensitivity in program analysis by proposing a uni-

fied model of context sensitivity which provides a clean separation between computation of contexts and

computation of data flow values. Our model captures the essence of context sensitivity and defines sim-

ple soundness and precision criteria for context-sensitive methods. It facilitates declarative specifications of

context-sensitive methods, insightful comparisons between them, and reasoning about their soundness and

precision. We demonstrate this by instantiating our model to many known context-sensitive methods.
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1 INTRODUCTION

The precision and efficiency of program analysis are influenced significantly by the abstraction of
control flow both at the intraprocedural, and the interprocedural level.
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Fig. 1. Example illustrating the imprecision introduced if interprocedurally invalid paths are considered

At the intraprocedural level, if an analysis considers the control flow of a procedure and com-
putes distinct information for each program point, then the analysis is flow-sensitive. If it disre-
gards the control flow and computes a single piece of information that is valid at each program
point, then it is flow-insensitive. The former computes more precise information than the latter.

At the interprocedural level, a context-sensitive analysis tries to achieve the effect of inlining
of callee procedures by ensuring that the result of interprocedural analysis matches the result
obtained after inlining callee procedures. Actual inlining of procedures is undesirable in most
cases (because it could increase the size of the code exponentially) and is infeasible in the case
of recursion. The effect of inlining can be obtained by (a) inlining a summary of the procedure
instead of inlining the procedure, or (b) traversing the call graph by performing proper call and
return matchings. A context-insensitive analysis is less precise than a context-sensitive analysis.
Context sensitivity makes an analysis more precise but affects the efficiency of the analysis.

Many methods have been proposed to achieve context sensitivity with the primary motive of
increasing efficiency. These methods use a variety of formalisms that are very different from each
other and hence these methods appear very dissimilar in spite of the fact that they solve the same
problem. Besides, they are defined algorithmically and it is very difficult for a non-expert reader
to compare them. In this paper we survey many of the known context-sensitive methods in order
to bring out the similarities and differences between them.

1.1 The Need for Context Sensitivity

A program is represented by a control flow graph (CFG) in which nodes contain (are labelled with)
statements and edges represent control transfers (see Section 2.1 for a formal definition). A CFG
can contain multiple procedures; some authors call this a ‘supergraph’ or an ‘interprocedural CFG’.

We write = : B to indicate that node = is labelled with statement B ∈ ( . We assume that each
call to procedure & has been split into a call node< :Call& (with no intraprocedural control flow
successors) and a paired return node = :Ret& (with no intraprocedural control flow predecessors).
Each procedure& has a unique= :Start& and a unique< :End& . When the statement is not required,
we simply write the nodes:<, =, etc.

Consider the CFG of a program shown in Figure 1 in which procedure ' is invoked from pro-
cedures ( and ) from call nodes 4 :Call' and 13 :Call' , respectively. For a precise interprocedural
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analysis, the effect of inlining can be obtained by traversing the CFG. However, such traversals
could introduce interprocedurally invalid paths when the calls and returns do not match properly.
For example, path 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 :Call' → 7 :Start' → 8 → 9 :End' → 14 :Ret' → 15 is invalid
because the return node 14 :Ret' does not correspond to the call node 4 :Call' indicating that the
call does not return to the actual call point. We define the notion of interprocedurally valid path
formally in Section 2.1. To see the imprecision caused by interprocedurally invalid paths, consider
an interprocedural available expressions analysis for the procedures in Figure 1(a) for determining
the expressions that are available in nodes 6 and 15. As illustrated in the table below, if we include
interprocedurally invalid paths, the effect of the assignment in node 2 reaches node 15 and the
effect of node 11 reaches node 6 making both expressions unavailable at nodes 6 and 15.

Node Interprocedural path reaching the node Valid? Availability

6
1 → 2 → 3 → 4 :Call' → 7 → 8 → 9 → 5 :Ret' → 6 Yes {0 ∗ 1}

10 → 11 → 12 → 13 :Call' → 7 → 8 → 9 → 5 :Ret' → 6 No {1 ∗ 2}

15
10 → 11 → 12 → 13 :Call' → 7 → 8 → 9 → 14 :Ret' → 15 Yes {1 ∗ 2}

1 → 2 → 3 → 4 :Call' → 7 → 8 → 9 → 14 :Ret' → 15 No {0 ∗ 1}

A similar effect is seen for points-to analysis; with interprocedurally invalid paths, we get spurious
points-to pairs: (0, 3) at node 6 and (2, 1) at node 15. Thus in order to avoid imprecision, we need
to exclude interprocedurally invalid paths.

1.2 Procedure Summaries for Context-Sensitive Interprocedural Analysis

The primary requirement of context sensitivity is to achieve the effect of call inlining during the
analysis. Every context-sensitive method summarizes a procedure in some form or the other and
uses the summary in the callers of the procedure. A summary may be computed in one of two
ways: (a) By analyzing a procedure for a particular incoming data flow value by traversing the call
graph top-down and propagating the information from callers to callees. The resulting summary
depends on the context. (b) Summarizing the procedure independently of the information being
propagated from callers to callee. The resulting summary is used to replace the calls in the callers
to construct the summary of the callers. Thus the call graph is traversed bottom-up.
The summary function constructed by a top-down traversal can also be viewed as an exten-

sional representation of the function which is enumeration of key-value pairs. Consider a function
square : Int → Int which takes an integer and returns the square of the input. Then the enumera-
tion of key-value pairs for function square are {1 ↦→ 1, 2 ↦→ 4, 3 ↦→ 9, . . .}. The summary function
constructed by a bottom-up traversal can be viewed as an intensional representation as a parameter-
ized expression such as _G .G2 or simply G2 for function square. Consider procedure& containing a
statement sequence G = ~ + 1;~ = 2; with contexts f1 and f2 reaching the procedure with values
~ ↦→ ⊥ in f1 and ~ ↦→ 8 in f2. Then, for constant propagation the extensional representation of
the summary for procedure & , denoted by S& , is {(f1, {G ↦→ ⊥, ~ ↦→ 2}) , (f2, {G ↦→ 9, ~ ↦→ 2})}.
The intensional representation of the summary is S& (- ) = - [G ↦→ - (~) + 1, ~ ↦→ 2] where - is a
map from variables to their values, - (~) gives the value of y in the map, and - [. . .] denotes how
the values of specific variables in map - are updated.

1.3 Contributions and Organization of the Paper

The known context-sensitive methods use very different formalisms and appear very dissimilar
in spite of the fact that they attempt to solve the same problem. We probe the notion of context
sensitivity in these methods and propose a unified model of context-sensitive methods of data
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flow analysis that brings out a whole-elephant view of context sensitivity.1 Our model provides a
clean separation between computation of contexts (captured by an abstract context structure) and
computation of data flow values (captured by an abstract value structure). The model allows us to
identify simple formal criteria for soundness and precision of a method instantiated in the model.
We model most of the known context-sensitive methods using our unified model and show how

they satisfy the soundness and precision criteria. This modelling also uncovers the hidden notion
of contexts in some methods, facilitates insightful comparisons between different methods, and
facilitates cross fertilization of ideas and suggest interesting improvements in the known methods.

In this work we only consider forward data flow analyses for simplicity of exposition. Backward
flows are duals of forward flows and our model can accommodate them easily.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 provides a brief review of data flow anal-
ysis. Section 3 describes various methods of context-sensitive analysis by using a running example
to bring out the differences and similarities between them. Section 4 describes the proposed unified
model by defining abstract context structure and abstract value structure. It also instantiates the
model to all methods surveyed in Section 3. It defines soundness and precision criteria and shows
how the surveyed methods satisfy the criteria. Section 5 presents the bigger picture describing
ideas that we have not modelled. Section 6 concludes the paper.

2 A BRIEF REVIEW OF DATA FLOW ANALYSIS

This section reviews data flow analysis briefly and defines some terms and notations.

2.1 Program Representations for Data Flow Analysis

Let Proc be the set of procedures in a program. Assuming a set ( of statements, a control flow graph,
or CFG, (N,E ⊆ N × N,L : N → () is a labelled directed graph whose nodes = ∈ N are labelled
with statements L(=) ∈ ( . We write = : B to indicate that node = is labelled with statement B ∈ ( .
We write N& for the set of nodes in procedure& ∈ Proc; the sets N& partition N (i.e. are exclusive
and exhaustive). Edges E are discussed below.
We assume each call to procedure & has been split into a call node < :Call& (having no in-

traprocedural control flow successors) and a paired return node = :Ret& (having no intraproce-
dural control flow predecessors). Given = :Ret& we write =̂ for its associated < :Call& . We write
C = {= ∈ N | = :Call& for some Q}; this is the set of call sites. Each procedure & has a unique
= :Start& and, for the convenience of modelling, a unique < :End& . Hence, by abuse of notation,
we sometimes write Start& or End& when a node = is formally required, e.g. InStart& .

Control flow in the program is represented by the set of edges E. Edges (<,=) are classified by
three predicates: IE(<,=), CE(<,=), and RE(<,=) as intraprocedural edge, call edge and return
edge respectively. IE(<,=) represents intraprocedural flow. CE(<,=) holds for edge (<,=), when
node < :Call& contains a call to some procedure & and node = :Start& is the start node of the
callee procedure & . RE(<,=) holds for edge (<,=), when node< :End& is the end node of some
procedure & and node = :Ret& is the return point of some call to & (here =̂ :Call& ).

For each node< exactly one of IE(<,=1), CE(<,=2), RE(<,=3) and< :Endmain holds, and sim-
ilarly for each node = exactly one of IE(<1, =), CE(<2, =), RE(<3, =) and = :Startmain holds. We
write pred (=) for {< | IE(<,=)}, and define predicate IntraNode(=) to assert that node = has only
intraprocedural predecessors: IntraNode(=) ⇔ ∃<.IE(<,=).

1Our use of the “blind men” metaphor is only to highlight the difficulty of a non-expert reader in forming a consistent

and coherent view of these methods and does not question the wisdom of the designers of the methods in any way. This

metaphor refers to the parable in which people see different parts and are unable to visualize the whole [1, 28]. We strongly

believe that the story of context-sensitive methods is no different.
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Node In Out

1 00 00

2 00 10

3 10 11
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9 10 00

10 00 00

11 00 00

12 00 00

13 00 00

14 00 00

15 00 00

16 00 00

17 00 00

18 00 00

19 00 00

Fig. 2. A motivating example of interprocedural available expressions analysis.

For simplicity, we assume that there are no indirect calls (i.e. no calls through function pointers,
virtual function calls or higher-order function calls); this gives the at-most-one-image property
CE(<,=) ∧ CE(<,=′) ⇒ = = =′. This property is equivalent to RE(<,=) being injective:
RE(<,=) ∧ RE(<′, =) ⇒< =<′.
We require the existence of a unique main procedure, assumed non-recursive. Also, we assume

that all nodes are reachable (via IE, CE and RE edges forming a possibly infeasible path) from
Startmain (i.e., all procedures are callable) and Endmain is similarly reachable from every node. Clas-
sical intraprocedural analyses are recovered by requiring that the CFG contains only procedure
main and no call instructions.

Paths. We write Paths(=) for the set of control flow paths from Startmain to = defined as follows:

= ∈ Paths(=)
if = :Startmain

c ·< ∈ Paths(<)

c ·< · = ∈ Paths(=)
if (<,=) ∈ E (1)

In other words, paths c are sequences of : + 1 (: ≥ 0) nodes representing : edges such that
every pair of consecutive nodes forms an edge in the CFG. In the presence of loops, the length of
a path c is unbounded and Paths(=) may be infinite.
For intraprocedural analysis, it is assumed that there are no procedure calls in any path. How-

ever, using Paths naively on a CFG containing calls causes, in general, non-executable paths and
imprecision in analysis (e.g. in Figure 2main calls procedure ( thrice, so Paths as defined above in-
cludes cyclic paths where a call at the second call site (node 7) returns to the first call site (node 5)).
Hence, we now refine the definition.

Call Strings and Interprocedurally Valid Paths. A call string, denoted f , is a sequence of nodes =
of the form = :Call& . The set of all call strings is denoted by Σ, with the empty call string written
n ; for recursive programs, Σ is infinite. The set of interprocedurally valid paths reaching node =
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from Startmain is denoted IVPC (=) and consists of pairs (c, f) where c is a sequence of nodes
and f is a sequence of call nodes representing active calls. It greatly simplifies the formulation of
interprocedurally valid path to use pairs (c, f) here; the traditional definition is available as c .

Then, IVPC (=) is defined as follows:

(=, n) ∈ IVPC (=)
if = :Startmain

(c ·<, f) ∈ IVPC (<)

(c ·< ·=, f ·<) ∈ IVPC (=)
if CE(<,=)

(c ·<, f) ∈ IVPC (<)

(c ·< ·=, f) ∈ IVPC (=)
if IE(<,=)

(c ·<, f · =̂) ∈ IVPC (<)

(c ·< ·=, f) ∈ IVPC (=)
if RE(<,=)

(2)

In the presence of loops or recursive calls, a path c is unbounded and IVPC (=) is infinite.
For convenience, we define predicate ReachC= (f) to assert that call string f reaches node =.

ReachC= (f) ⇔ ∃c such that (c · =, f) ∈ IVPC (=)

For the motivating example in Figure 2, IVPC (5) = {(c, f)} where c is 1 · 2 · 3 · 4 · 13 · 14 · 17 ·
18 · 19 · 15 · 16 · 5 and f is n . There is only one interprocedurally valid path c reaching node 5 and
the call string f reaching node 5 is n . Similarly, IVPC (17) = {(c1, f1), (c2, f2), (c3, f3)} where

c1 = 1 · 2 · 3 · 4 · 13 · 14 · 17 f1 = 4 · 14
c2 = 1 · 2 · 3 · 4 · 13 · 14 · 17 · 18 · 19 · 15 · 16 · 5 · 6 · 7 · 13 · 14 · 17 f2 = 7 · 14
c3 = 1 · 2 · 3 · 4 · 13 · 14 · 17 · 18 · 19 · 15 · 16 · 5 · 6 · 7 · 13 · 14 · 17 f3 = 10 · 14

18 · 19 · 15 · 16 · 8 · 9 · 10 · 13 · 14 · 17
There are three interprocedurally valid paths reaching node 17; the call strings along these three

paths are 4 · 14, 7 · 14, and 10 · 14.

2.2 Mathematical Background

A complete lattice ! is a set ! along with a partial order ⊑ which has least upper bounds (denoted
⊔) and greatest lower bounds (denoted ⊓) of all subsets of !. It therefore has a greatest element ⊤
and a least element ⊥. Our formulation for data-flow analysis uses ! as a (⊓-)semilattice. A chain

in ! is a totally ordered subset of !. A lattice ! is of finite height if all its chain are finite. We only
consider complete lattices, and so tend to omit the word ‘complete’.
We write B = {⊥,⊤}. Given a set ( , its powerset 2( ordered by ⊆ or ⊇ is a complete lattice.

Given a set ( and a lattice ! then the set of function ( → ! is also a lattice with ordering 5 ⊑ 6 iff
5 (G) ⊑ 6(G) for all G ∈ ( .
Given lattices ! and" a function 5 : ! → " is

• monotonic if for every pair G ⊑ G ′ ∈ ! we have 5 (G) ⊑ 5 (G ′);
• ⊓-continuous if for every non-empty chain - ⊆ ! we have 5 (

d
- ) =

d
G ∈- 5 (G);

• ⊓-distributive if for every non-empty - ⊆ ! we have 5 (
d
- ) =

d
G ∈- 5 (G).

Distributivity implies continuity implies monotonicity, but in general their converses do not hold.
However, continuity is equivalent to monotonicity for finite-height lattices.
Note that there are many bijections between 2( and ( → {0, 1} as sets, and it often makes sense

to treat them as two representations of the same thing. If we treat 2( as a lattice ordered by ⊆

(respectively ⊇) then it is isomorphic to ( → B with {} ↔ ⊥, (respectively {} ↔ ⊤). Similarly,
{0, 1} ordered with 0 < 1 is isomorphic to B (0 ↔ ⊥, 1 ↔ ⊤), but if we order it with 1 < 0 then
(1 ↔ ⊥, 0 ↔ ⊤),
Let ( and ) be sets and 0 represent a distinguished element not present in ( . Then every dis-

tributive function 5 : 2( → 2) is characterised by a function 6 : (( ∪ 0) → 2) . To see this: Take
6(0) = 5 {} and 6(G) = 5 {G} otherwise. Then the function 5 ′ defined by 5 ′({}) = 6(0) and, for
non-empty - ∈ 2( , by 5 ′(- ) =

⋃
G ∈- 6(G) is equal to 5 .
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A distributive function 5 : 2( → 2( can also be characterised [40] by its representation relation

'5 ⊆ (( ∪ 0) × (( ∪ 0) given by

'5 = {〈B1, B2〉 | B2 ∈ 5 ({B1}) ∧ B2 ∉ 5 (∅)} ∪ {〈0, B2〉 | B2 ∈ 5 (∅)} ∪ {〈0, 0〉}

This is useful because a flow-function meet can be represented by ∪, flow-function composition
by relation composition, and the initial ⊤ flow-function by the empty relation.

We now define, given set ( , the property of a function 5 : 2( → 2( being separable, that is when
it can be represented as a family of basis functions 5 |B∈( : {0, 1} → {0, 1} (these are _1.0, _1.1

and _1.1; we omit _1.1−1 as this is not monotonic when we add an order to {0, 1}). We use 5 |B to

construct 5 ′ : 2( → 2( (which attempts to recover 5 ):

5 |B (1) =




0 B ∉ 5 (()

1 B ∈ 5 ({})

1 otherwise

5 ′(- ) = {G ∈ - | 5 |G (0) = 1}

We say that 5 is separablewhen 5 = 5 ′. The following is immediate: Given set ( , every separable
function 5 : 2( → 2( is characterised by the functions 5 |B∈( : {0, 1} → {0, 1}.

Note that separability implies distributivity, but the converse does not in general hold. Separa-
bility captures the familiar set-based gen-kill properties for simple liveness (but note that the flow
functions for strong liveness are distributive but not separable).

2.3 Intraprocedural Solutions of Data Flow Analysis

We use L for the lattice of data flow values. Each node has an associated flow function 5= : L → L.

2.3.1 Intraprocedural Meet Over Paths Solution. The classical intraprocedural definition of the
(forward) meet-over-paths solution (MoP) at node = (of procedure main containing no calls) is:

MoP (=) =

l

c ∈ Paths (=)

5c (BI) (3)

where BI (short for Boundary Information) denotes the external data flow information reaching
main. We define 5c as the composition of the flow functions of the nodes appearing in Paths(=)

up to, but not including, =. This coheres with the use of In= for data flow variables in a forwards
analysis not including the effects of 5= .

2.3.2 Intraprocedural Maximum Fixed Point Solution. Since MoP solution is uncomputable in
general, data flow analysis is performed by computing the maximum fixed point solution defined
in terms of data flow equations. These equations relate data-flow values In= ∈ L at node= ∈ Nwith
those at adjacent nodes; the desired MFP solution is the maximum fixed point of the equations:

In= =




BI = :Startmain

l

?∈pred (=)

5? (In? ) otherwise (4)

In= is a sound approximation of MoP (=) in that ∀= ∈ N, In= ⊑ MoP (=).

2.4 Interprocedural Solutions of Data Flow Analyses

We assume that the flow function associated with Start, End, Call and Ret are the identity (i.e., for
simplicity in this version we do not handle formal parameters or return values).
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2.4.1 Meet Over Interprocedurally Valid Paths Solution. Consider (c, f) ∈ IVPC (=) where c =

<1 · . . .<: · =. As above, 5c denotes the composition 5<:
◦ . . . ◦ 5<1 of the flow functions of nodes

appearing in path c up to, but not including, =.
With these provisions, we extend Definition (3) to meet-over-interprocedurally-valid-paths (de-

noted MoIVPC) as follows:

MoIVPC (=) =

l

(c,f) ∈ IVPC (=)

5c (BI) (5)

2.4.2 Interprocedural Maximum Fixed Point Solution. We incorporate context-sensitivity and
extend Equation (4) to define the Interprocedural Maximum Fixed Point solution using call strings

(MFPC). The data flow variables InC andOutC inMFPC are associated with pairs (=, f) where f ∈

Σ is a call string. Rather thanwriting InC(=,f) it is convenient to use curried notation: InC= : Σ → L.
Thus InC= (f) ∈ L denotes the data flow value for a context f ∈ Σ at node = ∈ N.

InC= (f) =




BI = :Startmain ∧ ReachC= (f)

InC< (f ′)
= :Start& ∧& ≠ main ∧ ReachC= (f)
where<,f ′ (uniquely) satisfy f = f ′ ·<.

InCEnd& (f · =̂) = :Ret& ∧ ReachC= (f)

l

?∈pred (=)

5? (InC? (f)) IntraNode(=) ∧ ReachC= (f)

⊤ ¬ReachC= (f)

(6)

In the presence of recursion, theMFPC solution may be uncomputable because Σ is infinite and
the length of f is unbounded. Practical methods compute MFPC by abstracting f suitably or use
properties such as distributivity of flow functions to define a computable version of MFPC.

Note that the data flow variable InC in Equation (6) is parameterised by both node and context.

We sometimes need a variant InC of InC which is only parameterised by node, for example to
match MFP (Equation 4) or MoIVPC (Equation 5). We do this by defining:

∀= ∈ N. InC= =

l

f ∈Σ

InC= (f) (7)

2.4.3 Soundness of Context-Sensitive Interprocedural Data Flow Analysis Relative toMoIVPC. In
this section we show that the data flow values in the context-sensitiveMFPC solution (Equation 7)
over-approximate the data flow values inMoIVPC solution (Equation 5). For this purpose, we need
to show that,

∀= ∈ N. InC= ⊑ MoIVPC (=) (8)

which, from (7) and (5), is equivalent to showing the following

∀= ∈ N.
l

f ∈Σ

InC= (f) ⊑
l

(c,f) ∈ IVPC (=)

5c (BI) (9)

which, in turn, can be established by showing that

∀= ∈ N, ∀(c, f) ∈ IVPC (=) . InC= (f) ⊑ 5c (BI) (10)

Claim (10) can be proved by induction on the number of nodes : in c . The base case is when c
consists of a single node = :Startmain for which the claim trivially holds. For the inductive hypoth-
esis, assume that it holds for every node < and for every (c ′, f ′) ∈ Paths(<) such that path c ′
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contains fewer than : nodes i.e.

InC< (f ′) ⊑ 5c ′ (BI)

Then, the inductive step requires extending c ′ by a single edge (<,=) to obtain c . Since we have
three kinds of edges, the following three remaining mutually exclusive cases cover all possibilities:

(1) CE(<,=). Let f ′′
= f ′ ·<.

InC< (f ′) ⊑ 5c ′ (BI) ⇒ 5< (InC< (f ′)) ⊑ 5< (5c ′ (BI))

⇒ InC= (f
′′) ⊑ 5c ′ ·< (BI) . . . (from (6), InC= (f

′′) ⊑ 5< (InC< (f ′)))

⇒ InC= (f
′′) ⊑ 5c (BI) . . . (c = c ′ ·<)

Since every f ′′ reaching = :Start& is computed from f ′ by appending<, it follows that

∀(c, f) ∈ IVPC (=) . InC= (f) ⊑ 5c (BI)

(2) RE(<,=). Let f ′
= f ′′ · =̂.

InC< (f ′) ⊑ 5c ′ (BI) ⇒ 5< (InC< (f ′)) ⊑ 5< (5c ′ (BI))

⇒ InC= (f
′′) ⊑ 5c ′ ·< (BI) . . . (from (6), InC= (f

′′) ⊑ 5< (InC< (f ′)))

⇒ InC= (f
′′) ⊑ 5c (BI) . . . (c = c ′ ·<)

Since every f ′′ reaching = :Ret& is computed from f ′ by removing =̂, it follows that

∀(c, f) ∈ IVPC (=) . InC= (f) ⊑ 5c (BI)

(3) IE(=,<). In this case, the context does not change.

InC< (f ′) ⊑ 5c ′ (BI) ⇒ 5< (InC< (f ′)) ⊑ 5< (5c ′ (BI))

⇒ InC= (f
′) ⊑ 5c ′ ·< (BI) . . . (from (6), InC= (f

′) ⊑ 5< (InC< (f ′)))

⇒ InC= (f
′) ⊑ 5c (BI) . . . (c = c ′ ·<)

Since every f ′ reaching< also reaches =, it follows that

∀(c, f) ∈ IVPC (=) . InC= (f) ⊑ 5c (BI)

3 A SURVEY OF EXISTING CONTEXT-SENSITIVE METHODS

In this section we briefly review the known context-sensitive methods with the help of a motivat-
ing example. We use the following notation: In most cases, the lattice of data flow values, L is the
set of maps D→V where D is a set of symbols representing program entities appearing in the pro-
gram text such as variables or expressions, and V is the lattice of data flow values corresponding
to the symbols. In many cases V = {0, 1}; in such cases, L is a power set lattice 2D, but note that
some analyses order {0, 1} with 0 < 1 (i.e. order the powerset by ⊆), while other analysis order
{0, 1} with 1 < 0 (i.e. order the powerset by ⊇). Some other examples of V are: For may-points-to
analysis, D is the set of pointers and V is 2Loc where Loc is the set of all locations. For constant
propagation, D is the set of variables and V is the lattice Z⊤

⊥, i.e. integers augmented with ⊤ and
⊥ values. In such cases, L is not a powerset lattice. In some cases such as typestate analysis [18]
D is a set of typestates, which are non-program symbols.
Consider the four-step control flowpath from Start<08= to StartB in Figure 2.We use the following

variants of notation to describe the path: when the types of nodes related to interprocedural control
flow are relevant, we describe the path as 1 :Start<08= → 2 → 3 → 4 :Call( → 13 :Start( . When we
need the type of only the call nodes, we describe it as 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 :Call( → 13. Sometimes
we describe the same path without any node type as 1 → 2 → 3 → 4 → 13. Finally, when some
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Start)17

;2 = . . . ?18

End)19

Start(13

Call)14

Ret)15

End(16

Gen: 00 Kill: 00

Gen: 00 Kill: 01

Gen: 00 Kill: 00

Gen: 00 Kill: 01

Fig. 3. Computing functional summary for the motivating example in Figure 2

intermediate nodes are not required, we shorten the path by discarding the nodes not required as
1 :Start<08=  4 :Call( → 13 :Start( .

3.1 A Motivating Example

We use the CFG shown in Figure 2 to illustrate different methods of context-sensitive interproce-
dural data flow analysis for available expression analysis. Procedure ( is invoked from procedure
main from call sites 4 :Call( , 7 :Call( , and 10 :Call( with data flow values 11, 11, and 00, respec-
tively (11 indicates that both 0∗1 and 2∗3 are available; 00 indicates that neither 0∗1 nor 2∗3 are
available). Procedure ) is invoked from procedure ( at call site 14 :Call) . Expression 2∗3 is killed
in node 18 in procedure) . The figure also shows the final result of the context-sensitive available
expressions analysis. For simplicity, the subsequent illustrations for various methods do not show
the main procedure.
For our example,D = {0∗1, 2∗3} andL is a powerset latticeL = 2D, or alternatively,L = D → {0, 1}.

We represent the data flow values by bit vectors in which the first bit represents 0∗1 and the sec-
ond bit represents 2∗3 . In examples, we also refer to the two expressions as 41 and 42, respectively.
The flow functions are of the form 5 (- ) = Gen ∪ (- − Kill) where - , Gen, and Kill are subsets of
D represented using bit vectors; Gen and Kill are constant for a given statement.

3.2 Functional Approach

The functional approach forms and inlines the summary of a procedure using a bottom-up traversal
over the call graph and there is no need to define contexts. Thus the analysis of a procedure is
context-independent and computes the summaries using intensional representations. It is efficient
because it analyses every procedure only once even if the procedure has multiple calls. Here we
review the functional method proposed by Sharir and Pneuli [29], which requires flow functions
to be distributive. Section 5.4 describes a functional method for points-to analysis which has non-
distributive flow functions.
Figure 3 shows the procedure summaries computed using a functional method for our example.

They are represented using Gen and Kill sets and their construction requires computing these two
sets. The construction begins by assuming that the flow function associated with the Start nodes
is identity; for 5 (- ) = - , both Gen and Kill must be ∅ (or 00 in bit vector notation).
Since procedure ) is the leaf node of the call graph, we begin with the identity function repre-

sented by Gen = Kill = 00 at 17 :Start) . Procedure ) does not generate any expression and kills
expression 2∗3 in node 18. Thus the summary for procedure ) is Gen = 00 and Kill = 01, or
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Start)17

;2 = . . . ?18

End)19

Start(13

Call)14

Ret)15

End(16

(4 · 14, 11) (7 · 14, 11) (10 · 14, 00)

(4 · 14, 10) (7 · 14, 10) (10 · 14, 00)

(4, 11) (7, 11) (10, 00)

(4, 10) (7, 10) (10, 00)

Fig. 4. Explaining classical call-strings method on the motivating example in Figure 2. The three call strings

reaching procedure ( are 4, 7 and 10 and the corresponding call strings reaching procedure) are 4 · 14, 7 · 14

and 10 · 14.

S) (- ) = - − 01. Thenwe process procedure ( starting withGen = Kill = 00 at 13 :Start( . The sum-
mary of procedure) is inlined at to replace the pair of nodes 14 :Call) and 15 :Ret) . The summary
for procedure ( is computed as Gen = 00 and Kill = 01, or S( (- ) = - − 01. It is then used at the
three call sites 4 :Call( , 7 :Call( , and 10 :Call( in procedure main.
After computing the summaries in phase 1, the data flow values are computed in phase 2 as

follows: For every procedure& ≠ main, the data flow values reaching = :Start& are computed from
every call to& . Their meet defines BI& which is then used by applying summary for node = to BI&
to compute the data flow value for node =. Since the data flow values from all callers are merged to
define BI& , the precision of the method requires the data flow frameworks to be distributive. The
tabulation version (see below) of the method additionally requires the lattice L to be finite.

In our example, the data flow value 11 reaches 13 :Start( from call site 4 :Call( . The data flow
value reaching 13 :Start( from 7:Call( is 11 but that from 10 :Call( is 00. This allows us to compute
the data flow values within procedure ( . Also, the data flow value reaching 5 :Ret( is computed by
S( (11) = 10 (implying that procedure ( kills expression 2∗3).
The functional method, as has been defined, does not describe any specific representation for

the intensional form of summaries. Thus, the main challenge in a functional approach is to find a
concise closed-form representation tomodel the summaries. This is easy for bit vector frameworks,
because the summaries can be represented by constant Gen and Kill sets as illustrated by our
example. For other data flow frameworks, the feasibility of this method depends on the feasibility
of finding compact representations for the ⊓ and ◦ (i.e., meets and compositions) of flow functions.
The method however, can also store the summaries in their extensional form (as pairs of input-
output values); this version of the method is called the tabulation version.
The other challenge is to construct summaries in the presence of recursion. This can be handled

by repeatedly constructing summaries for the procedures involved in recursion until a fixed point
(of procedure summaries) is reached. The convergence of this process critically depends on the
representation chosen for the analysis and needs to be established explicitly.

3.3 Full Call-Strings-Based Approach

The classical full call-strings-based approach [29] performs a top-down traversal over the call
graph and records call strings to perform call-return matching. The analysis of a procedure is
context-dependent and records the summaries using an intensional representation. The method
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defines contexts explicitly in terms of call strings.We refer to full call-stringsmethod as call-strings
method, unless otherwise qualified e.g. by k-limited.
The analysis begins with the empty call string n for procedure main. When a context f reaches

the call site = :Call& , the context reaching the callee & from call site = :Call& is f · = which is ob-
tained by suffixing= tof . For ourmotivating example (Figure 2) call site 4 :Call( invokes procedure
( . The context for procedure ( is obtained by suffixing 4 to the initial call string n for procedure
main. This is represented by the call string 4. Thus the three contexts reaching procedure ( are 4,
7, and 10 with data flow value 11, 11, and 00, respectively (Figure 4).

• Context 4 reaches procedure ( along the path 1 :Startmain  4 :Call( →13 :Start( .
• Context 7 reaches ( for its second call along the path 1 :Startmain 4 :Call( →13 :Start(  
14 :Call) →17 :Start)  19 :End) →15 :Ret)  16 :End( →5 :Ret(  7 :Call( →13 :Start( .

• Context 10 reaches ( for its third call along the path
1 :Startmain 4 :Call( →13 :Start(  14 :Call) →17 :Start)  19 :End) →
15 :Ret)  16 :End( →5 :Ret(  7 :Call( →13 :Start(  10 :Call( →13 :Start( .

Procedure) is invoked from procedure ( at call site 14 which is suffixed to the contexts reaching
procedure ( . Thus the contexts reaching procedure ) are 4 · 14, 7 · 14, and 10 · 14 with data flow
values 11, 11, and 00, respectively. Contexts 4 · 14 and 7 · 14 have the same data flow value reaching
the start of the procedure. Yet, it is analyzed separately for each context.

At = :End& , the last node (say<) in a call string identifies the call site of the call to procedure& .
Hence, when the data flow value associated with a call string f ·< reaches a return node ; :Ret& ,

if < = ;̂ , then the data flow value is propagated across ; :Ret& with the context f (obtained by
removing< to indicate that the call to & is over). In our example, for the context 4 · 14 reaching
19 :End) , the last call site is 14 and thus the return site is 15. The context reaching the return point
removes 14 from the call sequence to get the context after node 15 :Ret) as 4. Thus, a call string
facilitates call-returnmatching and eliminates interprocedurally invalid paths. For our example,S(

is {4 ↦→ 10, 7 ↦→ 10, 10 ↦→ 00} and S) is {4 · 14 ↦→ 10, 7 · 14 ↦→ 10, 10 · 14 ↦→ 00}. Note that these
are extensional representations.
In the absence of recursion Σ is finite and the call string length is bounded by the maximum

number of distinct call nodes in any call chain (say  ). For recursive programs Σ is infinite. How-
ever, for finite L, there exists a known fixed length " such that no new data flow values can be
computed for call strings longer than " [29]. Thus it is sufficient to construct call strings only
up to length " and the longer call strings can be safely discarded without compromising sound-
ness or precision. For general data flow frameworks," =  · ( |L| + 1)2. For separable frameworks,

" =  · ( |L̂| + 1)2 where L̂ is the component lattice (i.e., the lattice associated with the symbols in
D). For bit vector frameworks, the value of" further reduces to 3 .
Note that unlike the round-robin iterative algorithm the call-strings method does not have a

means of discovering convergence.2, Hence, the method as proposed, constructs all call strings up
to the length" . Since the length of the call strings is quadratic in the number of data flow values,
the number of call strings is rather large, rendering the method impractical.

3.4 Value-Based Termination of Call-Strings Method

The Value-Based Termination of Call-Strings method [10] (VBTCS) proposes to terminate the con-
struction of call strings when the data flow values associated with newer call strings reaching
= :Start& are same as the data flow values associated with existing call strings at = :Start& .

2For a round robin iterative method, 3 + 1 iterations are sufficient to achieve convergence for unidirectional bit vector

frameworks, where 3 is the maximum number of back edges in any acyclic path. Practically, convergence is achieved

when there is no change of information in two consecutive iterations and 3 + 1 iterations may not be needed.
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Start)17
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End)19
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Call)14

Ret)15

End(16

(4 · 14, 11) (10 · 14, 00)

(4 · 14, 10) (10 · 14, 00)

(4 : 7, 11) (10, 00)

(4, 10) (10, 00)

(4, 10) (7, 10) (10, 00)

Regenerated

Fig. 5. Explaining value-based termination of the call-strings method on the motivating example in Figure 2

Like the call-stringsmethod, it defines contexts in terms of call strings. However, it partitions the
call strings reaching = :Start& into equivalence classes on the basis of data flow values and& need
not be reanalyzed for a new call string with the same data flow value reaching& . It is sufficient to
analyze procedure & for a single call string for each equivalence class because doing so covers all
data flow values reaching procedure& . This reduces the number of call strings significantly. If L is
finite, we get a natural bound on the number of the call strings even in the presence of recursion.
The method uses a representation function R which maintains equivalence classes of call strings

associated with data flow values. The representation function is implemented as a mutable list of
call strings, one for each data flow value E ∈ L. Given data flow value E , its first associated call
string to be encountered appears as the head of the list corresponding to E , and is used as the
representative; subsequent call strings associated with E are stored later in the list.
In the classical call-strings approach shown in Figure 4, call strings 4 and 7 reaching procedure (

have the same data flow value 11. VBTCS groups these call strings together. It analyses procedure
( with context 4 for data flow value 11. Since context 7 has the same data flow value as context
4, it belongs to the same equivalence class as context 4. Thus procedure ( is not analyzed for
context 7. Instead, the effect of context 4 is regenerated at the end of procedure ( for context 7.
Available expressions analysis using VBTCS on our motivating example is shown in Figure 5. Since
procedure ( is not analyzed for context 7, context 7 · 14 does not reach procedure ) .
Similar to the classical call-strings method, the last call site in a call string identifies the call of

the procedure and thus identifies the return site as well as the context at the return site. For our
example, S( is {4 ↦→ 10, 7 ↦→ 10, 10 ↦→ 00} and S( is {4 · 14 ↦→ 10, 10 · 14 ↦→ 00}. As before, these
are extensional representations.

3.5 VASCO

VASCO [22] is similar to VBTCS in spirit. However, unlike VBTCS, it does not name a partition by
a representative call string. Instead, it explicates the use of data flow values and defines contexts
in terms of data flow values instead of call strings. We call such contexts as value-contexts.
Consider the motivating example in Figure 2. Let the context in procedure main be -0 where

the context represents the boundary information for main. Procedure main invokes procedure (
from three call sites 4, 7, and 10 with data flow values 11, 11, and 00, respectively. VASCO analyses
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Start)17

;2 = . . . ?18

End)19

Start(13

Call)14

Ret)15

End(16

Context Table

Context Proc Entry Exit

-0 main 00 00

-1 ( 11 10

-2 ( 00 00

-3 ) 11 10

-4 ) 00 00

Context transition diagram
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-2
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4
7
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14

14

11

-3

00

-4

(-3, 10) (-4, 00)

-1 -211 11 00

(-1, 10) (-2, 00)

Fig. 6. Explaining VASCO on the motivating example in Figure 2

a procedure only once for a particular incoming data flow value. Every distinct data flow value
reaching a procedure defines a context. Since two distinct data flow values 11 and 00 reach pro-
cedure ( , the procedure will be analyzed only twice. Thus context -1 and -2 are created for data
flow values 11, and 00, respectively as shown in Figure 6.

VASCO uses the tabulation-based approach to record the data flow values reaching a procedure
in a context table. It also maintains a context transition diagram to record call sequences in or-
der to perform call-return matching; this diagram represents the context-sensitive call graph and
its traversal gives the call strings. For our motivating example, the context transition diagram is
shown in Figure 6. It records transitions from context -0 to context -1 on call sites 4 and 7, and
from context -0 to context -2 on call site 10. The two data flow values reaching procedure ) are
11 and 00. Thus two contexts -3 and -4 are created for procedure) and transitions from -1 to -3

on 14 and from -2 to -4 on 14 are created.
At the end of procedure) , the context transition diagram helps perform call-return matching. It

identifies the return site in the caller as well as the corresponding context in the caller. For context
-3, there is an edge from -1 to -3 on 14. Thus, the return point is node 15 and the corresponding
context at node 15 is -1 in procedure ( . Similarly, for context -4, the return point is 15 and the
corresponding context at node 15 is -2. Since there are two edges reaching context -1, the data
flow value computed at the end of procedure ( for context-1 is propagated to both the return sites
5 and 8 with the corresponding context at both the sites as -0.
The summary S( can be viewed as an extensional representation {-1 ↦→ 10, -2 ↦→ 00} and S)

can be viewed as {-3 ↦→ 10, -4 ↦→ 00}. They are explicated by the context transition table as shown
in Figure 6. The call-strings approach analyses both the procedures ( and) thrice for distinct call-
sequences reaching the procedure, whereas VASCO analyses both the procedures only twice.

Since data flow values are used to define contexts, a bound on the data flow values acts as
a natural bound on the number of contexts to be created in case of data flow framework with
finite lattices. Thus, there is no need to compute call strings up to a prescribed length, even in
the presence of recursion. However, some form of approximation may be required for instances of
data flow frameworks with infinite lattices.

3.6 Restricted Contexts

A classical variant of the call-strings method (which was published almost simultaneously) [17] is
called the restricted-contexts method in [9]. It performs a top-down traversal over the call graph. A
curious aspect of this method is that it only stores call strings suffixes of length one and yet does
not lose precision. This is because it is restricted to only bit vector frameworks in which
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Fig. 7. Explaining the restricted-contexts method on the motivating example in Figure 2. We depict the

complement of the available expression analysis problem

• the flow functions are separable (Section 2.2), i.e. the data flow values of the symbols in D

are independent of each other, and
• only two data flow values ⊤ and ⊥ are possible for each symbol.

This allows storing at every node, only the symbols that have ⊥ value at the node by associating
the last call node in the call chain with each symbol G ∈ D separately. Thus, the data flow values
are relations C ∪ {∗} × D where C is the set of all call sites and ∗ is a wild card character for call
sites. In other words, each pair (<,3) reaching node = records the last call site< from which the
⊥ value of symbol 3 reaches = along some path. When the ⊥ value of 3 reaches = without crossing
any call site (i.e. is generated in a callee procedure or in BI), it is represented by (∗, 3) at =.
When a pair (<,3) reaches = :Ret& , if< = =̂, then the pair (;, 3) that reached< :Call& is prop-

agated further; this has the effect of retrieving the previous call site in a call chain on reaching a
return node. If< = ∗, then the pair (∗, 3) is propagated unchecked.
Remembering only the last call site has the surprising effect of ensuring full precision as if

the full call chain is remembered because of the following reason: Since the flow functions are
separable and pairs (<,3) are maintained for each symbol G ∈ D, there are ‘parallel’ call strings
for each symbol 3 and each call node in a call string has exactly the same (⊥) value of the same

symbol associated with it. As a consequence, there is no need to construct the entire call string. It
is sufficient to remember just the last call node because the previous call node in the call strings

can be retrieved at ; :Ret& by examining the mapping made at ;̂ :Call& .
An application of the restricted-contexts method on our motivating example is shown in Fig-

ure 7. Since the method propagates only ⊥ values, we model available expressions analysis as its
complement problem in which only the “unavailable expressions” are remembered. Expressions 41
and 42 are both available at 13 :Start( from the call sites 4 :Call( and 7 :Call( in functionmain. How-
ever, neither 41 nor 42 are available from the call site 10 :Call( in function main. Since we model
unavailability of expressions, the data flow value reaching Start( is {(10, 41), (10, 42)}. At call site
14 in procedure ( , data flow value (14, 41) is created from (10, 41) and (14, 42) is created from (10, 42).
Thus, the data flow value reaching 17 :Start) from call node 14 :Call) is {(14, 41), (14, 42)}.

If a data flow value is generated at any node in the procedure, a special context ∗ is created. In
our example, unavailability of expression 42 is generated at node 18, which is represented by the
pair (∗, 42). Node 18 also blocks propagation of data flow values of the form (<, 42) for expression
42 whose operand 2 is defined in node 18. The information associated with ∗ is propagated to all the
callers. Thus the pair (∗, 42) is propagated from 19 :End) to the return node 15 :Ret) . At 15 :Ret) ,
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Fig. 8. Exploded CFG used by graph-reachability-based IFDS method for the motivating example in Figure 2.

The CFG depicts the complement of the available expression analysis problem. The generation of unavail-

ability of the expression 42 is shown by the edge from data flow value 0 at node 18 to data flow value 42 at

node 19. The killing of unavailability of the expression 41 (i.e., generation of the availability of 41) is depicted

by the absence of the edge for data flow value 41 at node 2 to data flow value 41 at node 3. The CFG depicts

only the relevant part of proceduremain to highlight the killing of the unavailability of the expression 41 and

42 in node 2 and 3, respectively.

the data flow value at 14 :Call) is consulted and the call sites of the expressions reaching 15 :Ret)
are recovered. Thus, the data flow value propagated across 15 :Ret) is (10, 41), (∗, 42).

3.7 Graph Reachability – IFDS

The IFDS method [24], defined for Interprocedural, Finite, Distributive and Subset-based prob-
lems, uses a graph-reachability-based tabulation algorithm. It traverses the call graph top-down.
It requires the lattice to be L = 2D and the flow functions to be distributive. This allows an effi-
cient representation of distributive functions 5 : 2D → 2D as their representation relations '5 ⊆

(D∪ {0}) × (D∪ {0}), see Section 2.2. These relations can be represented by a graph with at most
(|D| + 1)2 edges.
Hence, this method represents the interprocedural control flow of a program by an exploded

CFG that is obtained by constructing a CFG in which every node is a pair 〈=,3〉 where = ∈ N and
3 ∈ D ∪ {0}. The exploded CFG has an edge 〈=,3〉 → 〈=′, 3 ′〉 if (=, =′) is an edge in the CFG and
〈3, 3 ′〉 ∈ '5= , i.e. if 3 and 3 ′ are related by the representation relation of the flow function 5= . Thus
the effect of symbol 31 ∈ D at program node =1 can be identified on the effect of symbol 32 ∈ D

at program node =2 by composing the effect of appropriate basis functions along a path in the
exploded CFG from node 〈=1, 31〉 to node 〈=2, 32〉. This amounts to finding out if there is a path in
the exploded CFG from node 〈=1, 31〉 to node 〈=2, 32〉 and is solved by modelling the problem as a
graph reachability problem. A data flow value 3 ∈ D holds at node = ∈ N provided there is a path
from 〈< : Startmain, 0〉 to 〈=,3〉.
A natural fallout of this approach is that the analysis to be performed should be amenable to

modelling in terms of some path reaching a node independently of the other paths reaching the
node. Hence available expression analysis cannot be directly mapped to an IFDS problem because
IFDS analysis combines values using union operation to capture the effect of a path independently
of other paths. Hence, we again consider the complement of available expression analysis that
records unavailability of expressions which can then be combined using union—if an expression
is unavailable along some path reaching a node, then it is unavailable at the node.
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Path edge 〈17, 0〉 → 〈19, 42〉 in procedure ) becomes
Summary edge 〈14, 0〉 → 〈15, 42〉 in procedure ( .

Path edge 〈13, 0〉 → 〈16, 42〉 in procedure ( becomes
Summary edges 〈4, 0〉 → 〈5, 42〉, 〈7, 0〉 → 〈8, 42〉 and
〈10, 0〉 → 〈11, 42〉 in procedure main.

Path edges for 0 reaching from 4
〈13, 0〉 → 〈13, 0〉
〈13, 0〉 → 〈14, 0〉
〈17, 0〉 → 〈17, 0〉
〈17, 0〉 → 〈18, 0〉
〈17, 0〉 → 〈19, 0〉
〈17, 0〉 → 〈19, 42〉
〈13, 0〉 → 〈15, 0〉
〈13, 0〉 → 〈15, 42〉
〈13, 0〉 → 〈16, 0〉
〈13, 0〉 → 〈16, 42〉

Path edges for 42 ∈ D reaching from 10
〈13, 42〉 → 〈13, 42〉
〈13, 42〉 → 〈14, 42〉
〈17, 42〉 → 〈17, 42〉
〈17, 42〉 → 〈18, 42〉

Fig. 9. Explaining graph-reachability-based tabulation algorithm for IFDS on the motivating example in

Figure 2. Path edges for 41 ∈ D reaching from 10 are not shown in the figure.

For the unavailable expressions analysis, the exploded CFG (Figure 8) would contain the edge
〈2, 41〉 → 〈3, 41〉 if node 2 does not kill the unavailability of the expression 41 (in other words, does
not generate the availability of the expression 41). Since this is not the case, this edge does not exist
in our exploded CFG. Similarly, node 3 kills the unavailability of the expression 42, which can be
seen by the absence of edge 〈3, 42〉 → 〈4, 42〉. Generation of unavailability of the expression 42 at
node 18 is denoted by the edge 〈18, 0〉 → 〈19, 42〉.

Figure 9 shows the IFDS algorithm on our example. Path edges represent the paths from start
node in a procedure to other nodes within that procedure. A path edge 〈17 :Start) ,3〉 → 〈18,3 ′〉
indicates that 3 ′ = 5 (3) where 5 is the flow function for path from 17 :Start) to 18. The path edges
are constructed by traversing the paths in exploded CFG starting from procedure main with data
flow value 0 and composing appropriate edges. When 14 :Call) is encountered, a path edge reach-
ing call node 14 is extended by including a summary edge 〈14 :Call) , 0〉 → 〈15 :Ret) , 42〉 which
represents the path edge from 〈17 :Start) , 0〉 → 〈19 :End) , 42〉.

The algorithm traverses the exploded CFG to eliminate interprocedurally invalid paths as illus-
trated in Figure 9. Expressions 41 and 42 are not unavailable (i.e., are available) at 13 :Start( from call
site 4 in proceduremain. Since PathEdges are paths within a procedure, PathEdge 〈13, 0〉 → 〈13, 0〉
is added by the algorithm along the interprocedural path from 4 to 13 for data flow value 0.
Since there exists an edge from 13 to 14 for expression 0, path is extended by recording PathEdge

〈13, 0〉 → 〈14, 0〉. All paths are extended in a similar manner for the entire procedure.
Once PathEdge for the entire procedure is computed, summary edges are added at the call sites

in the caller to capture the effect of the call. Such summary edges help construct PathEdge in the
caller procedure. For procedures involved in recursion, summary edges are added repeatedly in
the caller until no further PathEdge can be computed. Thus it achieves the effect of repeatedly
applying the summary of the callee in the caller until a fixed point is achieved.
The call-return matching to exclude interprocedurally invalid paths is handled by the algorithm

explicitly by adding a summary edge 〈14 :Call) ,31〉 → 〈15 :Ret) ,34〉 in the caller procedure ( of
procedure ) such that all edges described below are present.
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Fig. 10. Example to illustrate IDE algorithm for linear constant propagation problem. The edge functions are

all _; .; except where indicated.

• An edge from call node in ( to the start node of ) : 〈14 :Call) ,31〉 → 〈17 :Start) ,32〉.
• A PathEdge from the start node of ) to the end node of ) : 〈17 :Start) ,32〉 → 〈19 :End) ,33〉.
• An edge from the end node of ) to the return node in ( : 〈19 :End) ,33〉 → 〈15 :Ret) ,34〉.

For the summary edge 〈14 :Call) , 0〉 → 〈15 :Ret) , 42〉, 31 is 0, 32 is 0, 33 is 42 and 34 is 42.
For unavailable expression analysis, a summary edge indicates that the expression is not avail-

able from the start of the callee procedure to the end of the callee procedure. Since the notion of
context is not explicit, a lookup key for extensional representation is not required.

3.8 Graph Reachability – IDE

The method of Interprocedural Distributive Environment (IDE) [27] is a generalization of the IFDS
method and the functional method both combined into a single method. Like a functional method
it computes procedure summaries that are used at call sites. However, it differs from the functional
method in that it defines a compact representation for the summaries which is an extension of the
representation used for IFDS; the IFDS method takes data flow values to be subsets of D (i.e. L =

2D) and hence its flow functions are members of 2D → 2D or equivalently (D → V) → (D → V)

where V = {0, 1}. The IDE method drops the restriction V = {0, 1} and generalizes to allowing
L = D → Vwhere V can be any complete lattice. Members of the set L are called environments and
the IDE method computes environment transformers or functions 5 : (D → V) → (D → V). Given
an environment ` : D → V, and 3 ∈ D, the function application 5 (`)(3) computes a value in V.
Recall that function application here is left-associative. Let `8 denote the environment obtained by
composing the environments along the path (c8 , f8 ) ∈ IVPC (=). Then, the method requires that
∀3 ∈ D, 5 (

d
`8 ) (3) =

d
5 (`8 )(3), i.e., the environment transformers must be distributive.

IFDS stores distributive (flow) functions 5 : 2D → 2D (or (D → {0, 1}) → (D → {0, 1})) as their
representation relation '5 ⊆ (D ∪ {0}) × (D ∪ {0}); this relation has at most (|D| + 1)2 edges. IDE
stores environment transformers (flow functions of the form) (D → V) → (D → V) by an ex-
tended representation relation ⊆ (D ∪ {0}) × (D ∪ {0}) × (V → V). Such relations are best thought
of graphs of relations like '5 above whose edges (there are at most (|D| + 1)2 of them) are labelled
with functions in V → V. These labelling functions are called “micro” functions in [24].

Since we wish to illustrate this method for a data flow framework with an infinite lattice, we
take the example of linear constant propagation in Figure 10. In node 18, value of variable 0 is
computed using the value of variable 1. This computation is marked on the edge from 18 to 19 by
an edge function _; .; + 2. Other edges are labelled with the identity function _; .; .
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Fig. 11. Explaining :-limited call-strings method for k=1 on the motivating example in Figure 2

Similar to the IFDS method, the IDE method also traverses the edges in the exploded CFG. The
PathEdges in the IDE method are annotated with path functions and summary edges are anno-
tated with summary functions. Thus, apart from traversing the exploded CFG, the analysis also
computes the summary function for the procedure similar to the functional approach [29] but for
every symbol 3 ∈ D separately and also by performing a top-down traversal over the call graph.

Unlike IFDS, this method does not require the data flow values to be merged only using union.
It can compute the data flow value that must hold along every path, such as in (linear) constant
propagation, by performing an additional top-down traversal. This traversal computes values at
each node by taking the meet of the data flow values along all paths reaching the node.

This method computes a path edge 〈17 :Start) , b〉 → 〈19 :End) , a〉 which is annotated with _; .; +
2 because the value of variable 0 in procedure ) is computed by the expression 1 + 2. The path
function for procedure ) is incorporated in the caller ( as a summary function to compute the
value for 0. Thus, the value of 0 is computed using the value of 1. Similar to IFDS method, the
notion of contexts is not explicit, and hence a key for extensional representation is not required.
Like the functional method, the IDE method also computes the data flow values in the second

phase by first computing BI& for every procedure & ≠ main.

3.9 :-Limited Call Strings

The call-strings method [29] has a popular approximate version in which the length of call strings
is restricted to an a-priori fixed bound : such that the analysis is context-insensitive beyond the
call-sequences of length : . Thus this is a sound abstraction and appears in many context-sensitive
methods such as :-CFA [15, 30] and parameterized object sensitivity [16].

We denote the restriction on call string length by suffix: (U ·=) which returns the :-length suffix
of U·= if U·= contains more than : call sites; otherwise it returns U·=. Figure 11 shows the :-limited
call-strings method for : = 1 on our motivating example. Procedure ( is invoked with the context
4 :Call( , 7 :Call( and 10 :Call( from procedure main. Procedure ) is invoked from procedure ( at
call site 14 :Call) . Since the length of call sequence to be maintained is 1, the context reaching pro-
cedure) is obtained by identifying a suffix of length 1 from the call strings 4 · 14, 7 · 14 and 10 · 14.
Thus, these three call strings are approximated to context 14 and this context reaches procedure
) with data flow value 00 obtained by taking a meet of the data flow values reaching along the
three contexts. At the return node 15 :Ret) , the three contexts are reconstructed with the data flow
value associated with context 14 at 19 :End) .
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Method
Notion of
context

Definition
of context

Inlining strategy
Restrictions on data
flow frameworksCall graph traversal

Call-return
matching

Functional None None
Bottom-up traversal
followed by
top-down traversal

Inlining
procedure
summary

Compact
representations of
meets/compositions
of flow functions

Full call
strings

Explicit
Sequence of
unfinished
calls

Top-down traversal
Using
context

Finite lattice

VBTCS Explicit

Sequence of
unfinished
calls and data
flow values

Top-down traversal
Using
context

Finite lattice

VASCO Explicit
Data flow
values

Top-down traversal

Using
context
transition
diagram

Finite lattice

IFDS Implicit
Data flow
values

Top-down traversal

Direct
matching
by the
algorithm

Distributive flow
functions, finite
subset-based lattice

Restricted
contexts

Explicit
Call site
and data
flow values

Top-down traversal
Using
context

Separable flow
functions over
finite lattice

IDE Implicit
Data flow
values

Bottom-up traversal
followed by
top-down traversal

Inlining
procedure
summary

Lattice of
distributive
environments

:-limited
call strings

Explicit

Suffixes of
sequence of
unfinished
calls

Top-down traversal
Using
context

Lattice with
finite height

Table 1. Comparing context-sensitive methods.

Observe that the history of calls from procedure main has been discarded to restrict the length
of call strings to 1 implying that the data flow value should be propagated back to every context
reaching procedure ( context insensitively. Thus the expression 0∗1 which is available at nodes
5 and 8, is now marked to be unavailable by the :-limited call-strings method. In other words,
discarding the caller history (by maintaining only call-string suffixes) introduces imprecision by
merging the information associated with different call strings.
Note that the notion of :-limiting is different from the length " used in the full call-strings

method. The :-limiting method remembers the suffixes of length up to : whereas the full call-
strings method remembers the prefixes of length up to" .

3.10 An Overview of the Features Characterizing Context-Sensitive Methods

Context sensitivity achieves precision by distinguishing between the information for different con-
texts of a procedure. Since this increases the cost, many context-sensitive methods are motivated
primarily by efficiency and employ specialized formalisms for the purpose. In our opinion, this
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focus on efficiency is the main reason why most methods are presented algorithmically instead of
declaratively. In the process, the formal properties that must be satisfied by the analysis (such as
insights about soundness or precision) take a back seat and the steps that compute the properties
efficiently take prominence. The result is that an absence of coherence between different meth-
ods in that the insights gained about a method do not help in understanding the similar formal
properties of the other method.
We identify the following set of features that characterize the context-sensitive methods that we

have surveyed to bring out the range of variations in the methods. (see Table 1) The table shows
that these methods use very different formalisms and appear very dissimilar to a non-expert reader.

• An interprocedural method may define the notion of contexts explicitly [10, 17, 22, 29], may
leave it implicit [24, 25, 27], or may not need it at all [29].

• Where the context is explicitly defined, it may be defined in any of the following ways: (a) se-
quences of unfinished calls [29], (b) sequences of unfinished calls and data flow values [10],
(c) data flow values [22], and (d) call sites and data flow values [17].

• The call graph may be traversed bottom-up or top-down [41]. Bottom-up procedure sum-
maries do not depend on the contexts because the information from calling contexts is not
available. Hence they use intensional representations. Top-down procedure summaries de-
pend on the contexts because the information from the calling contexts is available and is
used for computing the summaries. Hence they use extensional representations.

• The call-return matching may be done using contexts [10, 16, 17, 29] or may use additional
abstractions such as context-transition graph [22], or may be directly matched within the
algorithm [24, 25, 27], or may be achieved by explicit inlining [29].

• The data flow frameworks supported by the methods have varied requirements. In some
cases, L must be finite [10, 16, 17, 29]; additionally, in some cases, L should be (2D, ⊇) and
flow functions must be distributive [24]. Alternatively, L lattice may be infinite but be de-
finable as D → V where V is a complete lattice [25, 27]. Additionally, the meets (⊓) and
compositions (◦) of flow functions must have a compact representation [29].

4 A UNIFIED MODEL OF CONTEXT-SENSITIVE DATA FLOW ANALYSIS

In this section, we generalize the (interprocedural) Maximum Fixed Point solution (MFPC, Equa-
tion 6 in Section 2.4.2) to define the Maximum Fixed Point solution using abstract contexts (MFPA).
This generalization has two dimensions: the generalization of concrete contexts to abstract con-
texts, and the generalization of the values computed by MFPA from a lattice L to a set of abstract
values M. We formalize these generalizations by defining the notions of an abstract context struc-

ture denoted A, and an abstract value structure denoted V . These generalizations allows us to
model many known methods of context-sensitive data flow analysis by defining a pair (A,V).

4.1 Abstract Context Structure and Abstract Value Structure

4.1.1 Abstract Context Structure. An abstract context structure A is a generalization of the
concrete contexts and is defined as a triple (A, U0,Ncontext) where

• A is a set of abstract contexts,
• U0 ∈ A is the initial abstract context corresponding the empty call string n , and
• Ncontext=∈N : A → A is the context transition function associated with Call node =.

Ncontext= is only defined at call nodes = :Call& where, given a context U reaching = :Call& , it de-
termines the corresponding context U ′ reaching< :Start& . Context sensitivity requires matching a
context reaching a return node ; :Ret& with the corresponding context reaching the corresponding

call node ;̂ :Call& . Our model achieves it by consulting the Ncontext function of ;̂ :Call& .
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Fig. 12. Preserving context sensitivity using interprocedural abstract flow functions \= , [
Call
= , and [Ret= . The

effect of node 2 in procedure ( (flow function 52) reaches node 4 in ( but not node 11 in ) . Similarly, the

effect of node 9 in procedure ) (flow function 59) reaches node 11 in ) but not node 4 in ( .

The following special instantiations of abstract context structure illustrate its generality.

• The abstract context structure (Σ, n,Ncontext= (U) = U · =) recreates IVPC (=) in terms of call
strings recording active calls.

• The abstract context structure ({n}, n,Ncontext= (n) = n) gives all interprocedural paths, not
just the interprocedurally valid ones.

• The abstract context structure (Σ: , n,Ncontext= (U) = suffix: (U · =)) recreates paths under
model of the :-limited call strings, assuming that Σ: is the set of call strings whose length is
bounded by : , and suffix: gives the last : elements of its argument. Note that taking : = ∞

or : = 0 re-creates the two previous cases.

4.1.2 Abstract Value Structure. An abstract value structure V is a generalization of the values

computed by a data flow analysis and is defined as a tuple
(
M, E0, \, [

Call
= , [Ret= , Project&

)
where

• M is a set of abstract values, E0 ∈ M is the initial abstract value that holds at = :Startmain,
• \=∈N : M → M is the intraprocedural abstract flow functions,
• [Call= : M → M (defined only for = :Call& ) and [

Ret
= : M × M → M (defined only for = :Ret& )

are interprocedural abstract flow functions, and
• Project& ∈Proc : M → L is the projection function that extracts values in L from those in M

for nodes associated with procedure & .

Intuitively, we expectA andV , taken together, to be rich enough to support precise call-return
matching. Two exemplifying instantiations of abstract value structures are as follows, where id is
the shorthand for the identity function _G .G .

• The call-strings method uses a simple abstract value structure
(
M = L, E0 = BI, \= (E) = 5= (E), [

Call
= (E) = E, [Ret= (E,F) = E, Project& (E) = E

)

HereM is L, [Ret= ignores its second argument (data flow value at the entry of a call node) and
returns the first argument (data flow value at the exit of the end block of the callee) and all
other functions are identity functions. Yet, the method is precise because its abstract context
structure (Σ, n,Ncontext= (U) = U · =) is rich enough to contain all contexts and the transi-
tion function is injective so we can distinguish between all contexts reaching a procedure.
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• The functional method uses the abstract value structure
(
M = L→L, E0 = id, \= (E) = 5=◦E, [

Call
= (E) = id, [Ret= (E,F) = E◦F, Project& (E) = E (BI& )

)

This is richer than the abstract value structure used by the call-strings method because M

is L → L in this case. Thus a value E ∈ M represents a summary function instead of a data
flow value in L. As a consequence, the intraprocedural abstract flow function \ composes
its argument with the default flow function 5= of node =. Besides, [Ret= allows composition
of its arguments. As we shall see later, the second argument F is the summary function
associated with a call node and the first argument E is the summary function for the proce-
dure called at the call node. Effectively, [Ret= facilitates call-return matching. Given this rich
abstract value structure, the functional method uses the trivial abstract context structure
({n}, n,Ncontext= (n) = n). Intuitively, the summaries constructed by a functional method
are independent of any context because they can be used for any call to a procedure; they
are functions parameterised on the information reaching the call. Unlike context-insensitive
summaries that merge all contexts, the summaries constructed by a functional method com-
pute values separately for different information reaching the calls to the procedures. Fig-
ure 12 illustrates how the method ensures call-return matching.

4.2 Interprocedural MFP Solution in the Unified Model

Let (A, U0,Ncontext=) be an abstract context structure. An abstract interprocedurally valid path

reaching node =, denoted IVPA(=) is (c, U) where c is a sequence of nodes and U is an abstract
context and is defined as follows.

(=, U0) ∈ IVPA(=)
if = :Startmain

(c ·<, U) ∈ IVPA(<)

(c ·< ·=, Ncontext< (U)) ∈ IVPA(=)
if CE(<,=)

(c ·<, U) ∈ IVPA(<)

(c ·< ·=, U) ∈ IVPA(=)
if IE(<,=)

(c ·<, Ncontext=̂ (U)) ∈ IVPA(<)

(c ·< ·=, U) ∈ IVPA(=)
if RE(<,=)

(11)

For convenience, we define predicate ReachA= (U) to assert that abstract contextU reaches node=
through a series of valid transitions starting from U0:

ReachA= (U) ⇔ ∃c such that (c · =, U) ∈ IVPA(=)

With this provision, the data flow equations forMFPA are obtained from those forMFPC (Equa-
tion 6) by using the abstract context structure to replace the call strings f ∈ Σ by abstract contexts
U ∈ A and by replacing the data flow values in L by abstract values in M.

InA= (U) =




E0 = :Startmain ∧ ReachA= (U)

l

<,U′ such that< : Call&
U = Ncontext< (U′)

[Call< (InA< (U ′)) = :Start& ∧& ≠ main ∧ ReachA= (U)

[Ret=

(
InAEnd& (Ncontext=̂ (U)), InA=̂ (U)

)
= :Ret& ∧ ReachA= (U)

l

?∈pred (=)

\? (InA? (U)) IntraNode(=) ∧ ReachA= (U)

⊤ ¬ReachA= (U)

(12)
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Observe that the following combination recreates the data flow equations for InC= (Equation 6) as
a special case of InA= (Equation 12).

A = (Σ, n,Ncontext= (U) = U · =)

V =
(
M = L, E0 = BI, \= (E) = 5= (E), [

Call
= (E) = E, [Ret= (E,F) = E, Project& (E) = E

)

For contrast, the following combination models the functional method. Figure 12 illustrates call-
return matching performed by the interprocedural abstract flow functions \= , [

Call
= , and [Ret= .

A =
(
{n}, n,Ncontext= (n) = n

)

V =
(
M = L→L, E0 = id, \= (E) = 5=◦E, [

Call
= (E) = id, [Ret= (E,F) = E◦F, Project& (E) = E (BI& )

)

The variant InA of InA which is only parameterised by node, is defined as

∀= ∈ N. InA= =

l

U ∈A

InA= (U) (13)

Note that both InA= and InA= are values in M. The final result of data flow analysis are values
In= ∈ L and are retrieved as follows:

∀& ∈ Proc,∀= ∈ N& . In= = Project& (InA=) (14)

A method instantiated in our model is sound if ∀= ∈ N, In= ⊑ InC= where InC= is defined using
Equation (6); the method is precise if ∀= ∈ N, In= = InC= .

4.3 Examples of Instantiating Various Context-Sensitive Methods in the Unified Model

Table 2 instantiates many known interprocedural methods in our unified model. We first explain
the methods one by one and then summarize our observations. For each method, the abstract
context structure is explained first followed by its abstract value structure.

• For the call-strings method, Ncontext= merely appends the call site to the context reaching
= :Call& . In the absence of recursion Σ is finite and the call-string length is bounded by the
maximum length of call chain. For recursive programs, Σ is infinite. If L is finite, then there
is no need to construct call strings longer than" (see Section 3.3). We model it by

∀= ∈ N,∀U ∈ A, length(U) > " ⇒ ReachA= (U) = false

Hence, the call strings longer than" can be ignored because it from Equation (12),

∀= ∈ N,∀U, length(U) > " ⇒ InA(U) = ⊤

Since A of the call-strings method is rich enough to distinguish between all contexts, itsV
is simple: the abstract value set M = L and all functions are identity functions.

• The VBTCS method partitions the call strings reaching = :Start& on the basis of the data flow
values associated with them (see Section 3.4). Its abstract context structure is same as that of
the call-strings method except that the Ncontext= function uses the representation function
R. Its abstract value structure is same as that of the call-strings method.

• VASCO defines contexts in terms of values in L (see Section 3.5). Its Ncontext= function
chooses the data flow value InA= (U) as the context reaching < :Start& . Its abstract value
structure is identical to that of the call-strings method and VBTCS with identical restrictions
on the data flow frameworks supported—all of them require the lattice L to be finite (which
translates to the lattice V being finite); they differ only in their abstract context structures.
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Method

Abstract Value StructureV Abstract Context Structure A
Restrictions Precise?

M E0 \= (E) [Call= (E) [Ret= (E,F) Project& (E) A U0 Ncontext= (U)

Full call
strings

L BI 5= (E) E E E Σ n U ·= Finite V Yes

VBTCS L BI 5= (E) E E E Σ n R(U ·=, InA= (U)) Finite V Yes

VASCO L BI 5= (E) E E E L BI InA= (U) Finite V Yes

Restricted
contexts

M=2C (as defined in Section 4.3) {n} n n
V= ({0, 1}, ⊑),
Separable 5=

Yes

IFDS
method

L BI 5= (E) E E E L BI InA= (U)
V= ({0, 1}, ⊑),
Distributive 5=

Yes

IDE
method

L→L id 5=◦ E id E ◦F E (BI& ) {n} n n Distributive 5= Yes

Functional
method

L→L id 5=◦ E id E ◦F E (BI& ) {n} n n

Compact
representations
of ⊓ and ◦ of 5=

Yes

:-limited
call strings

L BI 5= (E) E E E Σ: n suffix: (U ·=)
V with
finite height

No

Context-
insensitive

L BI 5= (E) E E E {n} n n
V with
finite height

No

– The set of symbols, D, is finite; the lattice of values L = D → V; BI ∈ L is the boundary value; function id : L → L is a shorthand for _G .G .
– Other examples of V are {⊤,⊥} ∪ Z for constant propagation and (2Loc, ⊇) for points-to analysis where Loc is the set of all locations.
– C is the set of call sites {= | = :Call& } (n ∉ C), Σ is the set of call strings (C∗), Σ: is :-limited call strings (suffixes of length :), and R is the
representation function defined in Section 3.4.

Table 2. Instantiating different methods to the unified model.
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• The restricted-contextsmethod is applicable only to the bit vector frameworks and computes
a set of pairs (<,3) at node = where < ∈ C is the last call site from where the ⊥ value of
G ∈ D has reached node =. We model the method using a simple A but a rich V . Although
the call site< in a pair (<,3) for G ∈ D plays the role of context, we do not model it through
A because of the presence of a wild card ∗ which propagates across a return node unmod-
ified but not across a call node< :Call& where the ∗ must transition to<. This asymmetry
is different from any notion of context found in any other method and hence cannot be
modelled without complicating the model for all methods.
We use the property of separability of flow functions and model the method as a ‘parallel’
analysis over all symbols in D. Let D = {31, 32, . . . , 3 |D |}. Then,

V =

(
V31

× · · · × V3 |D|

)

Weuse the trivial abstract contextA = ({n}, n,Ncontext= (n) = n) for allV38 , where 1 ≤ 8 ≤ |D|.
Thus the context n flows to all nodes. The abstract value structureV38 is defined by viewing
data flow values as a set of call sites to identify the callers to which the data flow value of 38
can be propagated to (because it is ⊥). The universal set represents C implying that there
is no restriction on the callers to which the data flow value of 38 can be propagated to (thus
C models ∗; the online appendix shows an instantiation of our model using an explicit ∗).
The empty set indicates that the propagation of the data flow value of 38 should be stopped
(because it is ⊤) .
– The set of abstract values is M = 2C and the initial value E0 ∈ M is defined as follows:

E0 =

{
C if 38 has ⊥ value in BI

∅ otherwise

– The intraprocedural abstract flow function is defined as follows:

\= (E) =




∅ 5= |38
= _1.⊤

C 5= |38
= _1.⊥

E otherwise

– The interprocedural abstract flow functions are defined as follows:

[Call= (E) =

{
{=} E ≠ ∅

∅ otherwise

[Ret= (E,F) =




E E = C

F E ≠ C ∧ =̂ ∈ E

∅ otherwise

– The projection function is defined as follows:

Project& (E) =

{
{38 } E ≠ ∅

∅ otherwise

– The above Project& function was actually one of a family, one Project8& per symbol G8 . We

obtain the overall Project& function as the union over 8 of all the Project8& .

• In our model,A of IFDS is identical to that of VASCO and the methods differ slightly on their
abstract value structure. Note that unlike VASCO, IFDS requires the flow functions to be
distributive (see Section 3.7). This allows an efficient representation in terms of an exploded
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CFG that stores a collection of (D ∪ {0}) × (D ∪ {0}) relations. Ourmodel is oblivious to this
level of detail because it is a matter of efficiency than a matter of defining what is computed.
The use of relations by IFDS allows procedures to internally define contexts in terms of
individual elements of D rather than in terms of subsets of D as is done by VASCO. For
example, forD = {0,1, 2},A =

{
∅, {0}, {1}, {2}, {0,1}, {0, 2}, {1, 2}, {0,1, 2}

}
for VASCO. Thus

VASCO could analyze a procedure for each of these contexts separately and thus as many as
eight times. Theoretically, IFDS must consider the same A. However, given its assumption of
distributive functions, IFDS implements the contexts in the same U as a combination of the
following: 0, 0, 1, 2 . Thus a procedure would be analyzed at most four times by IFDS. Thus
IFDS is more efficient than VASCO but is less general because it requires distributive flow
functions.

• The functional method also uses the simplest abstract context structure similar to that of
a context-insensitive method. However, it achieves precision by using a more advanced ab-
stract value structure that ensures precise call-return matching using the interprocedural
abstract flow functions [Call= and [Ret= as illustrated in Figure 12.

The values InA= ∈ M computed in phase 1 are summary functions L → L using which the

values In= ∈ L are computed in phase 2. By definition, InA= computes In= from the data flow
values reaching = :Start& where = ∈ N& . Hence, the second phase computes the following:

– For procedure main, In= = Projectmain(InA=) = InA= (BI).
– For every procedure & ≠ main, BI& is computed as the meet of the data flow values In<
for all< :Call& . Then. In= = Project(InA=) = InA= (BI& ).

Since the data flow values from all callers are merged to define BI& , the method ensures
precision by requiring the data flow frameworks to be distributive. The tabulation version
of the method additionally requires the lattice L to be finite.

• The IDE method combines the features of the IFDS and functional methods. Like the func-
tional method it computes procedure summaries that are used at call sites. However, it differs
from the functional method in that it defines a representation for the summaries (see Sec-
tion 3.8). This representation is an extension of the representation used in IFDS. However,
since the underlying representation is a matter of detail not captured by our model, the
abstract context and value structures IDE are similar to those of the functional method.

• The :-limited call-strings method considers only :-length suffixes of call strings. Thus, the
Ncontext= function is non-injective in that the call strings that differ in their prefixes at
= :Call& may be mapped to the same call string reaching < :Start& . For example, for 2-
limited call strings, Ncontext= (<

′ ·<) = Ncontext= (<
′′ ·<) =< · =. This leads to merging

data flow values of these call strings leading to imprecision—the merged value reaching

; :Ret& is propagated back to multiple call strings at ;̂ :Call& . The V of this method is same
as that of the call-strings method. The only restriction that this method places on the data
flow framework is that L should have finite height for termination of the analysis. Since
L = D → V and D is finite, this requirement translates to the finiteness of the height of V.

• For contrast, we have also modelled a context-insensitive method using our model. It uses
the simplest possible abstract context structure consisting of the lone 0-length call string
n . In other words, no callers are remembered, effectively converting calls into simple goto
statements but returns are converted to non-deterministic goto to one of several return sites.
This admits interprocedurally invalid paths thereby causing imprecision. Its abstract value
structure is similar to the methods that use a variant of call strings. The only restriction that
this method places on the data flow framework is that the lattice L should have finite height
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for termination so that a meet of all descending chains can be computed. Since L = D → V

and D is finite, this requires the finiteness of the height of V.

4.4 Soundness and Precision of MFPA Relative toMFPC

We define soundness and precision of MFPA relative to MFPC and identify

• A soundness criterion that ensures that the MFPA solution computed by a method instanti-
ated in the unified model is an over-approximation of the MFPC solution.

• Aprecision criterion that ensures that theMFPA solution computed by amethod instantiated
in the unified model is same as the MFPC solution.

4.4.1 Validity of an Abstract Context Structure and Abstract Value Structure. An abstract context
structure A = (A, U0,Ncontext=) is valid if a mapping � : N → Σ → A exists between the (con-
crete) context structure (Σ, n,Ncontext= (f) = f · =) andA. A validA guarantees the existence of
an abstract context U ∈ A for every concrete context f ∈ Σ. Thus it ensures that the abstract data
flow equations (Equation (14)) cover all interprocedurally valid paths (defined by (2)).

Observe that all methods in Table 2 have a valid abstract context structure because a mapping
� exists such that every f ∈ Σ can be mapped to some U ∈ A.

In order to define the validity of V , we first define that \ : M → M simulates 5 : L → L if
5 ◦ Project& = Project& ◦ \ . Here \ and 5 are intended as (respectively) abstract and concrete flow
functions for nodes within procedure & . This is straightforward for non-call nodes, but we want
to extend it for call nodes too – those, say, to procedure '. Let 5' : L → L denote the overall flow
function for procedure '. We are not interested in obtaining a representation of 5' but want to
define 5' mathematically and use the value of 5' (G) for any arbitrary G ∈ L to establish a useful

property of abstract value structures. Hence we define 5' (G) = InCEnd' where InC= is defined in
Equation (7) using InC(f) defined as theMFPC solution of Equation (6) with the following changes:

• Startmain in the first case is replaced by Start' .
• BI in the first case is replaced by G .
• If ' is recursive, the we introduce a new function 'REC which clones ' to represent the
recursive calls to '; the non-recursive calls remain calls to '.

Since the flow function 5= associated with a call node is the identity function in the definition of
InC= (Equation (6)), we get the following identity:

∀E ∈ M, & ∈ Proc, = :Call' ∈ N& . Project' ([
Call
= (E)) = Project& (E) (15)

This follows from the way we have defined 5' (G) above in which G replaced the BI value for the
callee procedure.
Again suppose ' is a procedure called from & . Having extended the idea of concrete flow func-

tions 5= from individual nodes to function bodies 5' , we similarly extend the abstract flow functions
\= to function bodies \' . Then, an abstract value structure is valid in our model if the abstract flow
functions simulate the (concrete) flow functions. This is captured by the following conditions:

∀E ∈ M, & ∈ Proc, = ∈ N& . Project& (\= (E)) = 5= (Project& (E)) (16)

∀E ∈ M, & ∈ Proc, = :Ret' ∈ N& . Project&
(
[Ret=

(
\'

(
[Call
=̂

(E)
)
, E
) )

= 5'
(
Project& (E)

)
(17)

Figure 13 illustrates these conditions. When they are satisfied, we can be sure that the abstract
flow functions model the flow functions faithfully and the abstract value structure V defined for
the method is valid for our model. It is easy to verify that all methods instantiated in Table 2 have
valid abstract context and value structures.
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M L

•
E

•

\= (·)

•

•

5= (·)

Project& (·)

Project& (·)

M L

•
E

•

•

•

[Call
=̂

(·)

\' (·)

[Ret= (·, E)

•

•

5' (·)

Project& (·)

Project& (·)

(a) Illustration for Equation 16 (b) Illustration for Equation 17

Fig. 13. For the abstract value structureV to be valid, abstract flow functions must simulate the (concrete)

flow functions for all E ∈ M

4.4.2 Soundness Criteria. Intuitively, the soundness of a method is guaranteed if it ensures that
no interprocedurally valid path is missed and the method employs a valid abstract value structure.
Our top-level requirement for soundness of MFPA is

∀= ∈ N. In= ⊑ InC= (18)

From Equations (7), (13), and (14), this follows if

∀& ∈ Proc,∀= ∈ N& ,∀f ∈ Σ,∃U ∈ A. Project& (InA= (U)) ⊑ InC= (f) (19)

The existence of an U corresponding to a f at every node is guaranteed by a valid abstract context
structure. Therefore we can do the reasoning over paths. However, since our focus is on interproce-
durally valid paths covered by U , our reasoning is simplified considerably by considering the paths
in which finished calls have been abstracted out. This is achieved for a path c containing =̂ :Call&
and = :Ret& by making = :Ret& immediately follow the closest =̂ :Call& in the path by adding a
summary edge between them to represent the effect of the call that has been abstracted out; we
denote such paths by c and adapt the rules in definition (11) to define them as follows:

(=, U0) ∈ IVPA(=)
= :Startmain

(c ·<, U) ∈ IVPA(<)

(c ·< ·=, U) ∈ IVPA(=)
IE(<,=)

(c ·<, U) ∈ IVPA(<)

(c ·< ·=, Ncontext< (U)) ∈ IVPA(=)
CE(<,=)

(c ·=̂ ·; ·c ′ ·<, Ncontext=̂ (U)) ∈ IVPA(<)

(c ·=̂ ·=, U) ∈ IVPA(=)
RE(<,=) ∧ CE(=̂, ;) ∧ ; ∉ c ′

(20)

We define IVPC (=) by modifying (2) similarly. It is easy to see that both IVPA(=) and IVPC (=) are
non-empty for every = that is reachable from Startmain.

Nowwe can select an arbitrary (c, f) ∈ IVPC (=) and find the corresponding (c,� (f)) ∈ IVPA(=).
By abuse of notation, we extend InA= (U) to InA= (c, U) and InC= (U) to InC= (c, f) as the values
computed for node = along the single path c such that for every edge (<,=) in c , InA= (c, U) is
computed only from InA< (c, U) and InC= (c, f) is computed only from InC< (c, f). Note that if
(<,=) is an edge (=̂, =) abstracting out a call to procedure & , InA= is computed from InA=̂ using
[Call
=̂

, \& , and [
Ret
= as explained in Figure 13 whereas InC= is computed from InC=̂ using 5& .
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Then, the soundness claim (19) follows if the following holds:

∀& ∈ Proc,∀= ∈ N& ,∀(c, f) ∈ IVPC (=) . Project& (InA= (c,� (f))) ⊑ InC= (c, f) (21)

This can be easily proved by induction on the number of nodes in a manner similar to the proof
in Section 2.4.3. The basis is trivially satisfied for = :Startmain because from Equations (6) and (12),

Projectmain(InAStartmain
(c, U0)) = InCStartmain

(c, f0) = BI

The inductive step can be proved using the the validity of the abstract value structure that guaran-
tees that that the projection of a value in M computed by an abstract flow function coincides with
the value in L computed by the corresponding flow function.
Since all methods in Table 2 have a valid abstract context structure, all of them are sound.

4.4.3 Precision Criteria. Intuitively, the precision of a sound method is guaranteed if its ab-
stract context structure is rich enough to ensure that two concrete contexts f1 and f2 that may
have distinct values (i.e., InC= (f1) ≠ InC= (f2)) are not mapped to the same context by the map-
ping � . If � (f1) = � (f2) = U , then in Equation (12), InA= (U) = InC= (f1) ⊓ InC= (f2) leading to
imprecision.3 This merging manifests in two ways:

• If the underlying analysis is non-distributive, this merging causes imprecision in a callee
procedure4. Note that this imprecision is unrelated to interprocedurally invalid paths.
Hence, for precision, a method with such � , must place the restrictions of distributivity
on the data flow framework supported. Out of the five methods with simple abstract con-
text structure in Table 2, the restricted-contexts method requires separability (which implies
distributivity, see Section 2.2) whereas the functional method and the IDE method require
distributivity.
We explain the differences caused by non-distributivity in such situations with the help of
the examples in Figure 1. Available expressions analysis is distributive. In procedure ', the
set of available expressions is calculated as the intersection of {0 ∗ 1} and {1 ∗ 2} implying
that no expression is available within the body of procedure '. This result is precise.
If we change the example to a non-distributive data flow framework such as points-to analy-
sis (Figure 1), we observe that merging the points-to information from the two callers ( and
) and using it in node 9 leads to two spurious points-to pairs (0, 3) and (2, 1) that do not
arise along any control flow path reaching node 10.

• Even if the underlying analysis is distributive, this merging causes imprecision in a caller
procedure by accommodating interprocedurally invalid paths containing mis-matched call
return pairs. The example of available expressions in Figure 1 illustrates this making both
the expressions unavailable after the call in procedures ( and ) amounting to traversal of
the following interprocedurally invalid paths

c1 : 1 → 2 → 3 :Call' → 7 :Start' → 8 → 9 :End' → 13 :Ret' → 14 → 15
c2 : 10 → 11 → 12 :Call' → 7 :Start' → 8 → 9 :End' → 4 :Ret' → 5 → 6

The return node 13 :Ret' in c1 does not correspond to call node 3 :Call' appearing in it
because the two nodes belong to different procedures. Similarly, node 4 :Ret' in c2 not cor-
respond to call node 13 :Call' appearing in it.

Thus our precision criteria boils down to satisfying either of the following requirements:

3If some other f is mapped to U , then InA= (U) ⊑ InC= (f1) ⊓ InC= (f2) .
4The Ncontext function is defined only for call nodes so merging of contexts can happen only at a call node.
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(P1) The abstract context structure should be rich enough to ensure that

∀& ∈ Proc,∃� : N& → Σ → A such that InC= (f) = Project& (InA= (�= (f))) (22)

This condition is sufficient for ensuring precision in both callees and callers because it does
not cause merging of distinct data flow values at = :Start& .

(P2) If the abstract context structure is not rich enough to satisfy condition (P1), then the
abstract value structure should be rich enough for precision. However, precision in callees
and callers requires separate criteria:
(P2a) Precision in callees requires the data flow framework to be distributive.
(P2b) Precision in callers requires the abstract flow functions to satisfy the following:
(P2b.i) If [Call

=̂
propagates some value from =̂ :Call& to < :Start& , then [

Ret
= (E,F) should

employ some selection function to select only the part of E that corresponds to the value
propagated by [Call

=̂
and reject the part of E that corresponds to the value propagated by

some [Call that is not associated with =̂.
(P2b.ii) If [Call

=̂
does not propagates any value from =̂ :Call& to< :Start& , then no merging

can happen at< :Start& . Thus, E represents the value resulting from this particular call.

Hence, [Ret= (E,F) should combine the effect of E withF becauseF represents the value
before the call.

4.4.4 Precision of Methods in Table 2. The following methods are precise because they satisfy
precision criterion (P1).

• The call-strings method. The required mapping is �= (f) = f . However, we need to account
for the fact that not all call strings are constructed for recursive programs and the length of
the call strings is restricted to a known fixed length" . Since our model assumes their values
to be ⊤, it does not change the value of the meet across all call strings. Hence it does not
matter if condition (22) is not satisfied by �= for call strings longer than" .

• The VBTCS method. This method is same as the call-strings method except for the use of
the representation function and the required mapping is �= (f) = R(f ·=, InA= (f)). The rep-
resentation function R, by definition, ensures that condition (22) is satisfied.

• VASCO. The required mapping in this case is�= (f) = InC= (f). Thus, if the data flow values
of two concrete call strings f1 and f2 are distinct, the call strings are guaranteed to get
mapped to two distinct abstract contexts by the Ncontext function.

• IFDS. The reasoning is similar to VASCO.

The following methods are precise because although they do not satisfy precision criterion (P1),
they do satisfy precision criterion (P2).

• The restricted-contexts method satisfies (P2a) and (P2b.i).
• The functional and IDE methods satisfy (P2a) and (P2b.ii).

The remaining two methods are :-limiting and context-insensitive method (which is :-limiting
with : = 0). They do not satisfy (P1) because of the following reasons.

• In context-insensitive method, all call strings get mapped to n .
• In :-limited call-strings method. multiple call strings with different data flow values may get
mapped to the same call string because of :-limiting.

Further, They do not satisfy (P2) because although they have a valid V , it is not sufficiently rich.

5 BEYOND THE BASIC CONTEXT-SENSITIVE METHODS

In this section we present some other investigations that model context sensitivity and then de-
scribe several extensions of the context-sensitive methods described in the earlier sections.
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5.1 Modelling Context Sensitivity

Formal semantics of different kinds of sensitivities (such as flow-, context-, and value-sensitivity)
using abstract interpretation has been used to formalize the effect of these sensitivities (and their
combinations) on the sets of states in a program [12]. Context sensitivity is one of the sensitivities
that they consider and rely primarily on call-strings-based context sensitivity and object sensitivity
can be found in the form of record andmerge functions [31] whose combinationsmodel these forms
of context sensitivities.

5.2 Improving the Efficiency of Context-Sensitive Methods

Some improvements in VASCO [22] were presented in [36]. A comparison of contexts in VASCO
comparing the data flow values to decide whether or not a new context is required. This could be
expensive for analyses such as points-to analysis. Hence, instead of comparing the entire data flow
values, it is proposed to compare only the relevant data flow values for a callee procedure [36]. The
method also proposes to defer analyzing methods which do not affect the data flow value in the
callers (referred as caller-ignorable methods). These improvements make VASCO more efficient
without affecting the precision of the analysis.

Some extensions of graph-reachability-based algorithms [24, 27] were presented in [19]. For
analyses where set D is large, the exploded supergraph used for graph reachability becomes very
large. One of the proposed extensions is to construct the supergraph on demand as required by
the analysis. Our unified formalism also shows that there is no need to construct the exploded
supergraph and ideas from VASCO [22] can be used to avoid construction of large supergraphs.
Another extension is useful for analysis which have subsumption relationships between the ele-
ments of data flow values. Instead of maintaining multiple data flow values, only the one which
subsumes others can be maintained. This makes the analysis highly efficient. Some interesting
insights about the efficiency of context-sensitive data flow analysis can be found in [3].

5.3 Improving the Precision of Graph-Reachability-Based Methods

When two calls are invoked on the same object they are said to be correlated. When such correlated
calls are polymorphic and different types are considered for such calls, it results in infeasible paths
being introduced in the interprocedural control flow graph as described in [37]. Such infeasible
paths cannot be eliminated by the current notion of contexts using the context-sensitive methods
described in this paper. The work in [23] presents a solution to eliminate such infeasible paths
in IFDS method [24]. The proposed solution transforms the IFDS problem to an IDE problem by
annotating the edges with the type of the object on which the call is made. Type of the object
is then propagated along the interprocedural path and is used to eliminate such infeasible paths
arising due to correlated calls from the control flow graph.
An extension proposed in [19] improves the precision of the graph-reachability-based algo-

rithms [24, 27] for the analysis for programs in the SSA form. The imprecision in the SSA form
of the program occurs due to merging immediately before the q instruction. The extension delays
the merge until after the q instruction which increases the precision of the original method to a
level similar to the original non-SSA form of the program. Another interesting twist to IFDS is
an attempt to automatically transform an IFDS problem into an IDE problem for precise analysis
of event-driven applications [40]. This increases the precision of the underlying analysis of an
event-driven application by incorporating information about infeasible paths in IFDS.
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5.4 Extending the Data Flow Frameworks Supported

IFDS method requires a data flow framework to be distributive—a requirement that is violated
by practical analyses such as points-to analysis. Boomerang [34] provides an extension to the
IFDS method to support non-distributive data flow frameworks. The part of the program which
is distributive is modelled using the IFDS method. Non-distributive statements in pointer analysis
are handled by adding additional nodes and edges in the exploded supergraph to accommodate
the cartesian product of data flow values that a non-distributive flow function causes.

A functional method for points-to analysis [5] achieves precision without requiring distributiv-
ity by obviating the need of phase 2 for computing points-to information in callees. It uses the
observation that the application of callee summaries in callers gives the points-to information of
the pointers used in the callees. A small book-keeping for remembering statement numbers is suf-
ficient to collect points-to information within the callees without needing phase 2. Since the BI&
are not computed, there is no imprecision even if the data flow framework is not distributive.

5.5 Improving the Precision of Approximate Call-Strings Method

The approximate call-strings approach is popular [21, 35], but entails imprecision. Interestingly,
it can also cause inefficiency by introducing spurious interprocedural cycles (called “butterfly”
cycles) [21]. Such imprecision is mitigated by an extension that additionally records a call-site and
enforces that the called procedure is analyzed for one call site at a time. Recording such additional
information is similar to the restricted contexts method [17]. It also helps avoid the spurious cycles
being introduced and thus makes the analysis efficient as well as more precise.

5.6 Other Context-Sensitive Methods

In this section, we mention further investigations that explore different possibilities to increase
the effectiveness of context sensitivity.

Context Sensitivity Using Pushdown Systems. Context-sensitive analysis using weighted push-
down systems (WPDS) [25, 26] is similar to graph-reachability-based methods [24, 27]. They rep-
resent the exploded supergraph using a pushdown system and traverse it using the rules of a
weighted pushdown system and in the process create an automaton. The transitions in the au-
tomaton correspond to the traversals of edges in the exploded supergraph. Since there is a one-
to-one correspondence between WPDS and graph-reachability-based methods as far as context
sensitivity is concerned, we have not discussed it separately.
Synchronized pushdown system [33] synchronizes the two pushdown systems, one to achieve

context sensitivity (which is similar to WPDS [25, 26]) and the other to achieve field sensitivity.

Approximation in Case of Recursion. The methods discussed in [4, 38, 39] are context-sensitive
for non-recursive procedures but consider recursive procedures context-insensitively. The use of
invocation graphs for context-sensitive interprocedural points-to analysis [4] is similar to the use
of call strings [29]. However, they introduce approximation in case of recursion [9].

The effect of call inlining for context sensitivity has also been attempted by cloning callee pro-
cedures context-sensitively and representing them using binary decision diagrams (BDDs) [38]. In
the presence of recursion, all nodes in a strongly connected component are represented by a single
node to get an acyclic graph. The analysis then uses a context-insensitive algorithm on the cloned
call-graph to achieve context sensitivity.
Partial transfer functions are used to summarize the effect of a procedure in [39]. This is similar

to analyzing a procedure only once for a data flow value reaching it and reusing the already com-
puted procedure summary when the same data flow value is encountered, as done by value-based
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termination of call strings [10], VASCO [22] and graph-reachability-based methods [24, 27]. These
methods are fully context-sensitive whereas the method [39] approximates in case of recursion by
combining the information for all the nodes in a strongly connected component.

Use of Types to Define Contexts. Type-sensitive analysis [31] defines contexts using types of the
objects on which call is made. Since the distinctions based on types cause a coarser approximation
than those based on objects [16], type-sensitive analysis is more efficient than object-sensitive
analysis. Both of them are beyond the scope of our work as explained in Section 6.

Tuning Context Sensitivity. The work presented in [20] selectively chooses the number of call
sites to be distinguished based on a pre-analysis that decides where to use context sensitivity
for precision gain. It also identifies the length of the call strings that need to be distinguished to
achieve context sensitivity. A subsequent work tries to achieve the same using machine learning
techniques [7]. Instead of suffixing a call site to a call string at every call, context tunneling up-
dates contexts selectively and decides when to propagate the context without modification. This is
achieved by developing a specialized data-driven algorithm, which is able to automatically search
for high-quality heuristics for context tunneling.
Introspective analysis [32] proposes to refine context-sensitive analysis using metrics computed

by a context-insensitive pass. The information generated by these heuristics estimates potential
cost which will be incurred by a context-sensitive analysis. This is then used to identify the part
of the program which will be performed context sensitively. Another thread of tuning context
sensitivity is to restrict it to a subset of procedures that can benefit from context sensitivity [13]
where a pre-analysis identifies suitable procedures.

Combining Different Context-Sensitive Methods. Hybrid context sensitivity [8] combines the call-
strings method with object sensitivity. For static method calls the contexts are defined using the
call strings method whereas for dynamic method calls they are defined using object-allocation
sites. These contexts are then combined when a static call is made inside a dynamic call. Different
variants of these hybrid context sensitivity are proposed to understand the precision and efficiency
impact of the hybrid context sensitivity.
Similarly, context insensitivity and variants of context sensitivity (such as object-sensitivity or

type-sensitivity) can be adopted for different procedures: Scaler [14] automatically adapts them at
the level of individual procedures to maximize precision without compromising scalability.

6 CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK

In order to achieve precision, an analysis needs to compute context-sensitive information at the
interprocedural level. The main goal of context sensitivity is to achieve the effect of inlining during
the analysis and is achieved by ensuring proper call-return matching in interprocedural paths.
Table 1 (Section 3.10) has provided a summary of salient features of different context-sensitive

methods. It is clear from the table and the preceding descriptions in Section 3 that these context-
sensitive methods appear very dissimilar because they are algorithmically defined using different
formalisms and it is difficult to compare their key ideas. This leads to a blind-men view in that it
precludes forming a coherent and consistent view of various methods that solve essentially the
same problem. However, when we model the same methods in our unified formalism, they cease
to look all that different because of the well-identified rubrics of our model. This is evident from
Table 2 where there are many more similarities in the methods than there are differences. Thus,
our model provides a vocabulary for a meaningful comparison of these methods. Another strength
of our model is that it facilitates reasoning about soundness and precision of methods that can be
instantiated in our model by defining valid A andV . While our soundness and precision criteria
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consists of only sufficient conditions, they are quite general to inspire a similar reasoning for
methods that use very different A andV to make our criteria inapplicable.
A necessary requirement to achieve context sensitivity is to ensure call-return matching. In

order to render the method practical, a desirable requirement is to reuse procedure summaries. We
describe our take-aways from the process of a unified modelling of these methods.

• Contexts can be defined in terms of data flow values or some abstractions of call strings. The
use of data flow values to form contexts enables reusability of procedure summaries.

• Call return matching may be done explicitly through an abstract context structure thereby
keeping the abstract value structure simple. If we keep a simple M that coincides with L,
then we need a complex mechanism of call return matching. Otherwise, we can keep a very
simple mechanism of call-return matching but then M has to be much richer because it has
to share the burden of call-return matching. As an extreme variation of Equation (12) that
computes mappings A → L, we can push both A and L into M thereby completely doing
away with the need of context matching.

Thus this model opens up a spectrum of possibilities by (a) distilling the essential features re-
quired by a context-sensitive method, (b) showing different possibilities of supporting them, (c) for-
malizing a mechanism of modelling the interplay between them, and (d) providing well-defined
soundness and precision criteria in terms of sufficient conditions. A designer of a context-sensitive
method can judiciously choose an appropriate point on this spectrum to design a suitable method.
We conclude by listing three possible extensions of the proposed unified model:

• Handling indirect calls. In our model, a call node = :Call& has a single callee which is known
before the analysis starts and remains fixed through the analysis. Thus, handling indirect
calls through function pointers or through receiver objects of method calls, requires addi-
tional information supplied externally. Thiswould require enhancing Equation (12) to handle
multiple callees at a return node (the third case).

• Handling object sensitivity. Although there is some similarity in object sensitivity and han-
dling indirect calls in that both of them need pointer-pointee relationships, in the former
case this additional information merely adds more nodes to the call graph. The pointer data
used for discovering the new caller-callee relationship does not become a part of the context
of an analysis unless the method is used to perform pointer analysis. However, in object
sensitivity, a context is defined jointly by the caller and the receiver object of the call; in
some variants, the caller may be omitted from the context. Supporting object sensitivity in
our model would require enriching call-string abstraction with points-to information.

• Handling bidirectional flows. The proposed model is currently restricted to unidirectional
analyses. There are some important bidirectional analyses such as liveness-based points-
to analysis [11], taint analysis [2] that have left context sensitivity implicit and a host of
demand-drivenmethods some ofwhich are context-sensitive and some context-insensitive [6].
We would like to extend our notion of context to uniformly extend all methods in our model
to bidirectional analyses.
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